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Investment Days at a glance
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Special Sessions – Excursions to Rome/Lazio

Monday, 2nd July 2018, full day

FAO headquarters have been based in Rome since 1951 thanks to the generosity of the Government of Italy. This year FAO 
Investment Centre will once again step outside the city centre to learn about some of the innovations in food and agriculture 
taking place on our doorstep. A number of relevant themes will be explored including dairy production, olive trees planting 
and wholesale food processing and distribution, and the management of food waste. The preservation of traditional farming 
alongside the latest modern techniques and the ability of small scale-farmers add value to products through quality labelling 
and geographical indications will also feature in the visits.

Excursion 1 BOCCEA / MACCARESE: Visit to a DPO cheese processor in Boccea, followed by AMA composting site in Maccarese.

Excursion 2 GUIDONIA: Visit to Rome’s major wholesale market and Centrale del Latte (milk processing plant).

Excursion 3 LUGNANO IN TEVERINA: Visit to a local company producing buffalo mozzarella, followed by a visit to an olive trees 
collection site.
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Tuesday 3rd July 2018

08:30 - 09:00 Welcome coffee – Outside IRAN ROOM (B-116)
09:00 -10:30 TCI Divisional Meeting (90 minutes)

Room IRAN ROOM (B-116)
Organizers TCI Management (TCI)

Abstract TCI staff will host their regular divisional meeting. The meeting will be followed by a short health advisory session delivered 
by our colleagues from FAO Medical Centre (CDSH).

Speakers Various
10:30 -11:00 Coffee break –  Outside IRAN ROOM (B-116)

11:00 -12:30 Green Climate Fund project proposal formulation: experience sharing session (90 minutes)
Room IRAN ROOM (B-116)

Organizers Takayuki Hagiwara, Chief (TCIB); Rimma Dankova, Senior Adviser (TCID).
Abstract The current TCI pipeline includes seven Green Climate Fund (GCF) project proposals. FAO-GCF projects are at different stages 

of preparation and the GCF portfolio is expected to grow. The design of GCF projects is a challenging task, due to the relative 
youth of the fund and the limited experience of TCI and FAO in general, in GCF preparation, as well as the evolving nature of 
GCF policies, criteria, and requirements. A panel discussion involving TCI colleagues will share their recent experiences in 
the preparation of GCF proposals in Kyrgyzstan, Armenia, Paraguay, Cuba, Pakistan and the Philippines.
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Speakers Hans Thiel, Senior Investment Support Officer (TCIC); Tommaso Alacevich, Economist (TCIC); Jacopo 
Monzini, NRM Officer (TCIC); Jim Hancock, NRM Officer (TCIB); Junko Nakai, NRM Officer (TCIB); Alessandra 
Gage, Environmental Specialist (TCIB); Yoshiko Ishihara, Investment Support Officer (TCIB).

Target audience Investment support officers and related disciplines.
12:30 - 14:00 Lunch break

14:00 -15:30 Earth Map, a FAO-Google tool for quick historical review of environmental and climate parameters (90 
minutes)

Room AUSTRIA ROOM (C-250Bis)
Organizers Giulio Marchi, Geospatial Specialist (TCIB).

Abstract Earth Map (EM) is a FAO-Google web-based tool for quick historical analysis of environmental and climate parameters at different 
scales, integrating Google technologies and freely available datasets. Still in its beta phase, EM is being developed with the 
support of the FAO Investment Centre, for different project monitoring stages. A simple graphical interface allows anyone to access 
the power of the Google Cloud computing and the availability of free datasets. So far EM has been already customized for specific 
countries to gather a rapid understanding of climate and environmental dynamics.

 Speakers Giulio Marchi, Geospatial Specialist (TCIB); Danilo Mollicone, Forestry Officer (CBC); Alfonso Sanchez-
Paus, NDC Land Use Reporting Specialist (CBC); Marcelo Rezende, Land Monitoring Specialist (CBL).

Target audience Investment support officers, project managers, natural resources officers. Bring your laptop!
14:00 -15:30 Revised Corporate Guidelines for the Employment of Consultants (90 minutes)

Room ESPACE GABON (A-024)
Organizers Marianne El Metni, Programme Officer (TCID).

Abstract The Human Resources Division of FAO (OHR) issued a number of revised corporate guidelines over the last year, covering 
international consultants (COF.REG and PSA.SBS), national consultants (PSA.NAT and NPPs) and PSAs for Editorial Services 
(PSA.EDI). The briefing session will begin with a presentation made by OHR to provide an overview of the revised corporate 
procedures for each category, including the competitive process, minimum requirements and all other key aspects. Then SSC 
Budapest will give a briefing on key information and supporting documentation to assemble before starting the recruitment 
process for each consultant’s category, as well as share information on the most common errors made when raising EPPRs in 
GRMS. A Q&A session will follow to address queries.
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Speakers Anabel Castria, HR officer (OHRC); Lilla Toth, HR Assistant (CSS).
Target  audience TCI Support Staff and TCI colleagues interested by this topic.

15:30 -16:00 Coffee break 
16:00 -17:30 Investment to improve product quality with focus on olive oil sector (90 minutes)

Room AUSTRIA ROOM (C-250Bis)
Organizers Nuno Santos, Economist (TCIC); Lisa Paglietti, Economist (TCIA); Hannah Fried, Economist (TCIC); Luis 

Dias Pereira, Economist (TCIC).
Abstract Improvements in product quality can be a key driver to support sectoral development, strengthen value-chain competitiveness, 

and improve nutrition. This can be achieved through policy dialogue, producers capacity development and awareness raising 
of the consumer. The training session will include a discussion of two FAO/EBRD projects targeting the olive oil sector 
implemented in Tunisia and Morocco. This will be followed by a presentation on international trends on olive oil sector 
development and quality issues. Finally, the session will include a practical training session on olive tasting, perception 
of key olive oil quality defects and related production problems, completed by explanations on olive oil production best 
practices. 

Speakers Giovanni Martellini (Olive Oil Quality Expert and Chef Panel), Mauro Meloni (Olive Oil Quality Expert).
Target audience: Investment support officers and related disciplines.

Target  audience Investment support officers and related disciplines.
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16:00 -17:30 Expanding your reach: practical tools for day-to-day communication with a project-based focus (90 minutes)
Room ESPACE GABON (A-024)

Organizers Communication Officers and Consultants (TCI).
Abstract Describing a project, documenting it visually, or disseminating information to non-specialized audiences can often be 

a challenging process. TCI Communication team will provide some practical tools to help staff overcome some of these 
challenges. Participants will learn how to identify and summarize key messages and achievements of a given project or 
initiative, how to take better photos and videos using your smart phone during missions and an introduction to uploading 
content on social media.

Speakers Jonathan Moody, Communications Consultant (TCIC); Nada Zvekic, Communications Officer (TCIC); Jordi 
Vaqué, Communication and Information Consultant (TCIC); Stephanie Leontiev, Communications Consultant 
(TCIC) and Clare O’Farrell, Knowledge and Information Management Officer (TCID)

Target  audience TCI colleagues interested in improving how to communicate about their work.
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Wednesday 4th July 2018 

Innovative Finance in Food and Agriculture
08:15 - 08:45 Welcome coffee – Outside IRAQ ROOM (A-235)
08:30 - 09:00 Opening session

09:00 -10:15 Panel discussion - Balancing returns and impacts: new avenues for development finance (75 minutes)
Room IRAQ ROOM (A-235)

Organizers Emmanuel Hidier, Senior Economist (TCIC)
Abstract By allocating assets to products, services and companies that generate positive social and environmental impacts, private 

investors have the potential to revolutionize the development finance landscape. The session will present real-life examples 
of impact funds and crowdfunding schemes that finance the agriculture sector, delving into their approaches to generating 
returns and impacts.

Presenters Renée Chao-Beroff, General Manager (PAMIGA); Bernard Giraud, President and Co-Founder (Livelihoods 
Venture Fund); Boris Spassky, Investment Director (Land Degradation Neutrality Fund); Florian Breton, 
President (MiiMOSA); Gonçalo Neves-Correia, CEO (Third Way Africa)

Facilitator Emmanuel Hidier, Senior Economist (TCIC)
10:15 -10:45 Coffee break – FLAG HALL

10:45 - 12:30 Interactive session – Fai da Te Impact Fund (90 minutes)
Room IRAQ ROOM (A-235)

Organizers Emmanuel Hidier, Senior Economist (TCIC)
Abstract Business and capital markets can provide remarkable dynamism for social change. Today, we are creating our own impact 

fund committed to doing well by doing good.  We are looking for investments that deliver measurable financial as well as 
social or environmental benefits. Present your case, innovate and make a positive impact!

12:30 - 14:00 Lunch break
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14:00 - 15:15 Panel discussion - Leveraging private investment for development: the role of IFIs and developing part-
ners (75 minutes)

Room IRAQ ROOM (A-235)
Organizers Emmanuel Hidier, Senior Economist (TCIC)

Abstract There is an increasing realization among Development Financial Institutions (DFIs) that the amount of financing provided 
through Official Development Assistance is much lower than what is realistically needed to achieve the SDGs. To bridge 
this financial gap, DFIs are exploring ways to leverage private sector financing, including through dedicated de-risking and 
blended instruments. The session will explore ways for FAO’s existing and potential DFI partners to build on private sector 
dynamism for development purposes.

Presenters Martien van Nieuwkoop, Director, Global Agricultural Practice (World Bank); Roberto Ridolfi, Special 
Advisor on Strategy and Finance Development, (FAO); Mylene Kherallah, Lead Technical Specialist, 
Rural Markets and Entreprises (International Fund for Agricultural Development, IFAD); Hans Bogaard, 
Manager (FMO Dutch Development Bank); Marta Modelewska, Principal, Climate Resilience Investments 
(European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, EBRD).

Facilitator James Tefft, Senior Economist/Liaison Officer (TCID)
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15:15 -15:45 Coffee break – FLAG HALL
15:45 - 17:15 Panel discussion - Investing responsibly in Agrifood systems: joining private and public forces (90 minu-

tes)
Room IRAQ ROOM (A-235)

Organizers Emmanuel Hidier, Senior Economist (TCIC)
Abstract Reflecting the complex demands of consumers, and society at large, agribusiness corporations have developed increa-

singly sophisticated approaches to social and environmental responsibility; this is embedded in their policies and due 
diligence processes and reflected in their operations. The session will be an occasion to explore how private companies, 
including farmer cooperatives, can succeed in managing a triple bottom line. Panelists will be asked to reflect on the role 
that development agencies can play to support sustainability efforts. 

Presenters Eric Soubeiran, Global Nature and Climate Director (Danone); Stephen Muchiri, Executive Director (East 
Africa Farmers Federation, EAFF) Zhang Shaohua, Chief Supervisor (GF Security); Alexandre Kaufman, 
Director Finance M&A (Organic Factory); Mario Cerutti, Chief Institutional Relations & Sustainability 
Officer, Institutional Relations & Sustainability (Lavazza); Claudio Scarrozza, former CEO Europe (CHS).

Facilitator Gilles Mettetal, Former Director, Agribusiness (European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, EBRD).
17:15 - 17:30 Wrap up (15 minutes)
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Thursday 5th July 2018

Digital Agriculture
08:15 - 08:30 Welcome coffee  – Outside IRAQ ROOM (A-235)
08:30 – 08:45 Recall of day one and introduction to day two – IRAQ ROOM (A-235)

08:45 - 09:30 Opening session - Digital agriculture (45 minutes)
Room IRAQ ROOM (A-235)

Organizer Carlo Bravi, Senior Economist (TCID).
Abstract The digital world is transforming all our lives. Keynote speakers from FAO and the World Bank will present an overview 

of the digital agriculture landscape: the types of technologies that are taking root in modern agricultural practices, the 
opportunities that are available for development and the role that public international agencies will play in promoting these 
technologies with a special attention to the inclusivity of small producers around the globe. 

Presenters Martien van Nieuwkoop, Director, Global Agricultural Practice (World Bank); Gerard Sylvester, Knowledge 
and Information Management Officer (FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific).

Facilitator Carlo Bravi, Senior Economist (TCID).
09:30 – 10:45 Digital agriculture – in space (75 minutes)

Room IRAQ ROOM (A-235)
Organizers Carlo Bravi, Senior Economist (TCID)
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Abstract Earth observation (EO) stations circumnavigate the globe generating an enormous amount of data, the full use of which has 
yet to be optimized for the public good. Data on crop yield forecast and monitoring, soil organic content, irrigation water 
management and pest disease are already being captured by these eyes in the sky. Presenters will introduce us to state-of-
the-art EO tools allowing making decisions on farm management, climate change adaptation, irrigation and overall natural 
resource management.

Presenters Stephen Coulson, Head of Industry Sector, Directorate of Programs (European Space Agency, ESA); Danilo 
Mollicone, Forestry Officer (CBC)

Facilitator Carlo Bravi, Senior Economist (TCID)
10:45 - 11:15 Coffee break – FLAG HALL

11:15 - 12:30 Digital agriculture – along value chain (75 minutes)
Room IRAQ ROOM (A-235)

Organizers Carlo Bravi, Senior Economist (TCID)
Abstract Sourcing platforms, sensors, Internet of Things (IOT) networks and blockchains have entered the agricultural sectors and 

are now set to play a crucial role in optimizing agricultural performance regardless of farm size. SAP assists farmers with 
establishing a sourcing platform that allows better circulation of key information among value chain actors, an invaluable 
asset for overall VC efficiency and a premise for enhanced role and increased income of small producers in these chains. 
SAP will also present applications of precision agriculture (sensor-based farm management systems) suitable for small 
scale farmers. An example of the Block chain technologies will be shared by IBM, as applied to the “Pesto” value-chain by 
Barilla, demonstrating its potential for food safety and tractability purposes.

Presenters Frederic Massé, Africa Agriculture Industry Head (SAP); Nico Losito, Director of Digital Business Group (IBM)
Facilitator Gerard Sylvester, Knowledge and Information Management Officer (FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific)

12:30 - 14:00 Lunch break
14:00 - 15:30 Digital agriculture – in the field (90 minutes)

Room IRAQ ROOM (A-235)
Organizers Carlo Bravi, Senior Economist (TCID); Brent Simpson, Senior Natural Resources Management Officer 

(TCIA); Julien Vallet, Economist (TCIA)
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Abstract This session will explore how smallholder farmers can benefit from digital technologies. Agricultural advisory services 
through cellphone, cloud and bigdata (AGRIDATA); concentrating satellite internet access, precision agriculture, cold 
storage, irrigation facilities and office space is what “Farm from a box” is proposing, and the use weather data crop 
modelling to support index-based insurance schemes and advisories that help farmers reduce risk and build resilience in 
adapting to climate change.

Speakers Moushine Lakhdissi, Partner and CTO (AGRIDATA Consulting); Brandi de Carli, Founding Partner (Farm 
From a Box); Pramod Aggarwal, Regional Program Leader, Research Program on Climate Change, 
Agriculture and Food Security (CGIAR).

Facilitator Carlo Bravi, Senior Economist (TCID)
15:30 - 16:00 Coffee break – FLAG HALL

16:00 - 17:00 Interactive session – Digital agriculture: a constructive, destructive or disruptive technology?  (60 minutes)
Room IRAQ ROOM (A-235)

Organizer Carlo Bravi, Senior Economist (TCID).
Abstract The surge in digital technologies – also called the “fourth industrial revolution” - has virtually transformed every sector 

of the global economy. The speed of current digital breakthrough has no historical precedent. The agriculture sector is no 
exception. The digital revolution is changing the way agriculture is managed in more developed countries and steadily, 
the way agriculture will be handled in developing economies. For public institutions, the challenge is to understand these 
new technologies in order to support and facilitate their effective adoption by small producers. In this interactive session, 
we will discuss the implications of promoting these technologies in terms of policy and regulatory actions, incentive 
framework, demonstration initiatives as well as the needs for capacity development and appropriate tools for international 
and national staff/experts to address this revolution.

Facilitator Carlo Bravi, Senior Economist (TCID)
17:00 - 17:30 Conclusion of interactive session of day one (15 minutes) and Closing remarks (15 minutes)

Room IRAQ ROOM (A-235)
Closing remarks by Mohamed Manssouri, Director, FAO Investment Centre.
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Organizer TCI Management and IDs Organizing Team

Venue Trentatre, Via di Monte Testaccio 33, Rome
Join TCI colleagues for an evening reception!
The party will take place at Trentatre, a lounge bar in historic neighbourhood of Testaccio.
At a cost of €15 per person, you will have one drink, unlimited buffet, live music and good company!
The party starts at 18.00. Don’t miss it!

Walking route from FAO to Trentatre, Via di Monte Testaccio 33, Rome
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Friday 6th July 2018

09:00 - 12:30 Introducing a new Tool for Planning and Budgeting of Investment Projects (180 minutes)
including one coffee break

Room ESPACE GABON ROOM (A-024)
Organizers Thomas Muenzel, Economist (TCIB); Kundan Singh, Economist (TCIB/FAOIN).

Abstract Sound Planning and Budgeting (PB) of investment projects is a precondition for effective project implementation. 
Participants will learn about an MS Excel-based Tool for PB of investment projects which TCI has been developing over 
the last months. The PB Tool facilitates the development of well-structured work plans and results-based budgets which 
are aligned with the project’s logical/results framework) and thereby promotes good practice in results-based planning and 
budgeting. The Tool is presently used for GEF- and GCF-funded projects and a version for IFI-funded projects is available, 
but still needs to be tested. Participants will get an overview of the features of the Tool and will be given the opportunity to 
use the Tool with a practical example provided.

Speakers Kundan Singh, Economist (TCIB/FAOIN); Thomas Muenzel, Economist (TCIB); Matthias Leitner, Economist 
(TCIB).

Target  audience Colleagues responsible for or contributing to planning and budgeting of investment projects. Bring a laptop!
09:00 -10:30 Responsible Investment in Agriculture and Food System (90 minutes)

Room IRAN ROOM (B-116)
Organizers Fabrice Edouard, Agronomist/Economist (TCIC).
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Abstract An urgent enhancement of investment in agriculture is needed to achieve the SDGs. However, we not only need “more” 
investments, we must have “better” investment. This can be achieved following the guidance of the CFS Principles for 
Responsible Investment in Agriculture and Food Systems (CFS-RAI). The training session will begin with an overview of 
RAI-CFS Principles and explain what has been the uptake and challenges and share some of FAO’s guidance materials 
available such as ‘Developing Sustainable Food Value Chains.’ This will be followed by practical training using real case 
studies presenting ‘the business case for RAI’ as applied to medium and small agribusinesses in Africa. The three case 
studies will consider land rights; implementing ethical supply chains and; implementing labour rights within a complex 
value chain.

Speakers Michael Riggs, Capacity Development Officer (DPS); Kate Mathias, Associate Director (TwentyFifty).
Target audienc Investment support officers and related disciplines.
09:00 -10:30 Climate Risks in Project Economic Evaluation (90 minutes)

Room TCI MEETING ROOM (D-534)
Organizers Rimma Dankova, Senior Adviser (TCID)

Abstract TCI economists are increasingly involved with preparation and evaluation of the new generation of “climate-focused” 
investments (i.e. GCF project proposals; climate adaptation projects in agriculture) that require incorporation of climate-
related risks in projects design and economic and financial analyses. While many International Financing Institutions have 
developed qualitative climate risk screening and assessment procedures, quantification of these risks in practical project 
economic evaluation remains a challenge. The session is organized jointly with IFAD colleagues as a discussion on the 
possible approaches and tools for incorporation of climate related risks in projects economic appraisal.

Speakers Florent Baarsch, Environment and Climate Economist (IFAD); Gabriel Boc, Economist (TCIA); Eloisa De 
Villalobos, Economist (IFAD).

Target  audience TCI economists and investment support officers.
10:30 - 11:00 Coffee break 

11:00 - 12:30 How to put an economic value on ecosystem services? (90 minutes)
Room TCI MEETING ROOM (B-116)

Organizers Jennifer Braun, Climate Investment Expert, Climate and Environment Division (CBC)
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Abstract Economic valuation studies inform that the annual ecosystem service benefits derived from watershed investments range 
from 5 to 2,000 USD per hectare. Which value to use in the Cost-Benefit Analysis? Should we bring an ecosystem service 
dimension into all irrigation, landscape restoration, or adaptation projects? Which ecosystem services are the most relevant 
ones for our work? How to make a convincing case and argue that ecosystem services will attract additional co-financing? 
What are the e.g. financial implications to assess and track ecosystem service data during project implementation? This 
training session tries to answer these and other questions, as part of group work, exchange of experiences and in the 
plenary. Speakers will present valuation methods, existing reference values and ways of adjusting economic values to a 
specific (socio-economic-demographic-environment) project context.

Speakers Bernardete Neves, Natural Resources Officer (CBL); Nishita Sinha, PhD (Agricultural Economics), Texas 
A&M University; Paulo Lourenco Dias Nunes, Natural Resources Officer (CBD); Jennifer Braun, Economist 
(CBC)

Target  audience TCI/FAO Economists, Agronomists, Climate Change/Forest/Livestock Specialists and other technical staff involved in 
project design/management

11:00 - 12:30 Poverty analysis in project preparation – towards leaving no one behind (90 minutes)
Room IRAN ROOM (B-116)

Organizers Julia Seevinck, Investment Officer (TCIA)
Abstract Investing in the agricultural sector is key to eradicate poverty and hunger. However, not all investments will necessarily 

reduce poverty or improve livelihoods for the poor, or reach the most excluded. Investments in agriculture must incorporate 
a pro- poor lens. In this regard, the training session will tackle three elements to support pro poor investment projects: a) 
presenting various poverty analysis tools and methods applicable to characterize the poor and the poorest to help identify 
options for investments; b) analytical tools to support different ways of targeting beneficiaries; c) highlight some project 
design approaches and features for reaching the poorest of the poor.

Speakers Rui Benfica, Lead Economist, Research and Impact Assessment Division, IFAD; Ndaya Beltchika, Lead 
Technical Specialist on gender and social inclusion (IFAD); Natalia Winderrossi, Senior Social Protection 
Officer (FAO); Jim Hancock, Natural Resources Management Officer (TCIB)

Target  audience Investment support officers.
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12:30 - 14:00 Lunch break
14:00 - 15:30 TCIB Service Meeting

Room ESPACE GABON (A-024)
14:00 - 17:00 TCIC Service Meeting 

including one coffee break
Room IRAN ROOM (B-116)

14:30 - 16:30 TCIA Service Meeting
Room TCI MEETING ROOM (D-534)
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Coffee break activities 

Photo exhibition: 4th and 5th July 2018 
FLAG HALL (Ground Floor, Building B)

During the two-day event (4 and 5 July), coffee breaks will be held in the Flag Hall. There will be a photo exhibit and panels on the Globally 
Important Agricultural Heritage Systems (GIAHS), kindly provided by FAO colleagues whose work combines agricultural biodiversity, resilient 
ecosystems and a valuable cultural heritage. In the light of Investment Days’ theme “Innovation for better investment”, GIAHS provide an 
important perspective on the role of innovation throughout the evolution of agricultural systems.

Professional profile photographs: 4th and 5th July 2018 
IRAQ SMALL MEETING ROOM (A-235)

A professional photographer will take individual profile photographs of new recruits and those staff who missed having a professional photo 
taken during the previous events. All TCI colleagues, irrespective of contract, are invited to have their photo taken at the booth during either days. 
Photos will be of head and shoulders and used for TCI communications and personal use. As we are a large number, we appreciate your support 
in having your photo taken as early as possible.

Ideal time to have your photo taken, during breaks:

Wednesday 4th July - Day One only
Early bird coffee 08:15 - 08:30
Morning coffee 10:15 - 10:45
Lunch 12:15 - 13:00
Afternoon coffee 15:15 - 15:45
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Graphic Illustrator: Wednesday 4th and Thursday 5th July
IRAQ ROOM (A-235)

Graphic facilitation is the real-time translation of a group’s conversation into visual images. 
Following last year’s success, Lucia Fabiani from MatterWeb will delight participants with her 
graphic illustrations arising from the discussions taking place during the two days. As our 
designate ‘listener’ she will capture the points from our final wrap-up session. Lucia’s graphic 
facilitation talents have been applied at international conferences and with the public and 
private sectors for over 17 years.
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Entering FAO Building
• Please carry your identity card or passport
• Arrive at FAO main entrance, which is next 
to Circo Massimo metro station
• Go to the reception desk in the security 
pavilion to collect your building pass
Once you have received the building pass, 
you will be able to enter and exit the building 
without going to the reception desk. The 
building pass is valid for the duration of 
the meeting and must be worn at all times. 
Admission to FAO premises will at all times 
require the presentation of your building 
pass.

WiFi and Social Media
WiFi coverage is available in all meeting 
rooms, the Atrium and catering facilities

Select: guest_internet
password: wifi2internet
Use #UNFAO or #InvestmentDays while 
sharing your memorable Investment Days 
moments on social media!

Lunch and refreshments:
The FAO Headquarters offers the following 
dining and snack bar facilities:

Ground Floor
• Building A: Polish Bar: Serves coffee, 
tea, drinks, cakes and sandwiches all day, 
with cold meals for lunch. Hours from 
7.30–17.00
• Building D: Casa Bar: Salads and light 
meals, with cold and hot meals for lunch. 
Hours from 7.30–17.00

8th Floor – Terrace
• Building B: Cafeteria: Serves entrees, 
pasta, grilled meat or cheese, salads, 
desserts and drinks. Hours 12.00–14.00.
• Building C: Blue Bar: Serves snacks and 
sandwiches all day, with cold meals for 
lunch. Hours from 7.30–13.00
• Building C: Restaurant: Offers a complete 
‘menu of the day’ or ‘a la carte’ menu. 
Hours 12.00–14.00. Reservation required 
(extensions: 54268 or 56823)
Payment accepted only in EUROS or by debit 
and credit cards.
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